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A Tool Designed to Bolster Your Capabilities
The ClearEdge Customer Portal is a secure, comprehensive, on-demand platform for any deal making activities and needs. ClearEdge 

developed the Portal to bolster our clients’ ability to consistently deliver value to their organizations with deal knowledge and preparation 

steps and serve as a communication tool to achieve stakeholder alignment. Within this information guide on the ClearEdge Portal, we will dive 

into the major areas of functionality delivered through the platform, which includes:

The ClearEdge
Customer Portal

On-Demand Content & Supplier Education
Receive current insights and knowledge on the suppliers you care about most.

Early Warning System (EWS)
Start every supplier engagement at the most advantageous time for your business.

Deal Dashboards & Toolkits
Track deal performance history and drive a unified negotiation strategy on every deal.



Early Warning System

Timing is Critical
ClearEdge conducts a bi-annual client survey 

to stay on top of deal trends and supplier sales 

behavior. In our most  recent survey, 92% of our 
respondents indicated that the primary cause for 

deal failure was not allowing adequate time to 

engage the needed resources to prepare for a given 

negotiation. ClearEdge’s Early Warning  System 

is designed to kick off deal activities at the  most 

opportune time, customized to the context of  your IT 

supplier relationship and agreement. Starting  early 

is half the battle in achieving best-in-class terms and 

maintaining them in perpetuity.

Drive Deal Success Through Preparation
Best-in-class deals are only achieved through rigorous planning, tracking, and preparation. To assist clients in deal planning activities,  this 

easy-to-use tool provides an “Early Warning System” (EWS) through our Portal functionality. ClearEdge’s Early Warning System tracks 

strategic supplier engagements and alerts you to key timeline milestones to leverage in a deal. Each entry in the Early Warning System 

dashboard features a distinct deal timeline, supplier-related risks based on the context of your deal, and a list of required tasks to preserve 

leverage over the course of an engagement.

Kick Off Best Practice Behavior
The Early Warning System provides the building blocks to initiate best deal-making practices and bridge the gap between sourcing 

and  business stakeholder activities. This platform is not meant to replicate the traditional “Contract Management System,” but  instead 

complement it to drive the best possible organizational behavior and alignment. ClearEdge’s Early Warning System improves strategic deal 

components for clients, including:

Tracking Historical Behavior, Risks, and Opportunities
The Early Warning System will track the overarching historical relationships with your IT suppliers  
to identify recurrent mistakes, lessons learned, financial risks, and potential opportunities 
regarding all future purchases and renewals.

#3

Building Deal Leverage Before the Supplier
Supplier sales systems are built to start deal planning activities in advance of the customer. 
The  Early Warning System enables clients to take back control over the supplier and gain the 
leverage needed to negotiate a successful deal.

#1
Guidance on Critical Deal-Specific Information
Every supplier uses a different set of specific agreements, contract terms, and pricing tables 
which must be reviewed to properly prepare for a negotiation. The Early Warning System will 
keep track of all deal specifics related to your top IT investments.

#2

*Pictured is the ClearEdge Early Warning Dashboard



Deal Dashboards & Toolkits

Deal leaders need the ability to quickly identify their 

strengths and weaknesses to consistently optimize  

their deals. The ClearEdge Portal includes dashboard  

analytics for users to track deal performance, case  

status and submission, and  strategic areas for deal 

improvement. Tracking case activity and historical 

performance will drive more informed decision 

making around deal activities and help achieve best-

in-class outcomes.

Track Progress and Deal Success
In conjunction with the Early Warning System, the ClearEdge Portal offers robust dashboards that deliver real-time insights, analytics, and  

tracking capabilities to better organize your stakeholders, deal progress information, and negotiation strategy notes in one easy-to-access  

secure location. No need to search through delivery emails, call notes, or contract red-lines — consultative advice, strategy points,  and 

action items are available and stored in the Portal.

*Pictured is the ClearEdge Commercial Maturity Dashboard

Develop a Strategic Approach
Dashboard Analytics:



Establish Best Practices with Proven Tools
The ClearEdge Portal is designed to set deal leaders up for success by providing a best practices approach for every deal logged into the  

platform. For each major IT supplier, deal toolkits are available to kick-start deal activities efficiently and effectively for any engagement. 

These toolkits offer clients a clear, proven and strategic approach for all stakeholders engaged in deal preparation or negotiation, allowing 

for optimal organizational alignment. The following tools are now being rolled out for customer use:

Communication is the Key to Organizational Alignment
Deal strategy misalignment is a recurring issue for many organizations.  Centralized buying departments such as procurement were created 

to assist in deals but are too often seen as a “check the box” resource in many deal scenarios. To drive operational efficiencies and promote 

deal success, the sourcing team must be viewed as a strategic partner that provides value to the stakeholders and helps achieve the goals and 

priorities of a given deal. The best way to improve stakeholder alignment is through better communication and standardization of processes 

throughout deal engagements. ClearEdge’s Portal provides the tools necessary to standardize your strategic approach and align all deal 

members for successful negotiations. In short, the Portal offers a collaborative environment for deal leader and stakeholder communication, 

enabling a lock-step approach to compete against IT suppliers, and increase value in every deal.

Accessible Deal Tools

Every IT supplier contract contains specific 

risks. Our contract checklists identify the terms 

and landmines to look for when dealing  with 

individual IT suppliers.

Contract Risk Checklists

It is common for IT suppliers to inflate product  

demand and obscure price transparency 

within  proposals to maximize deal costs.  The 

ClearEdge Portal provides templates to  plan 

your demand accurately, request the  necessary  

information from stakeholders, reduce risk in 

proposals, and validate pricing.

Demand Templates

Creating an accurate demand forecast is easier  

said than done. ClearEdge built out “ideal  

forecast” examples for deal leaders to use as 

benchmarks in assessing their own estimates.

Ideal Forecast Examples

Deal Dashboards & Toolkits

*Pictured are examples of the deal toolkit resources available to any ClearEdge Portal user



On-Demand Content & Education

Education Tailored to Your Needs    
The ClearEdge Client Portal uses deal activity trends to recommend on-demand content to inform users and stakeholders about the suppliers 

they are competing against.  Examples of tailored educational content includes webinar recordings, supplier  briefings, blogs about current 

events, and extensive deal guides on the best negotiation practices and risk mitigation techniques for use with top IT suppliers. With this 

knowledge at your fingertips, you can proactively prepare and develop your team’s deal skills before any engagement.

On-demand webinar recordings give you 

access to our subject matter  experts and 

analysts to stay up-to-date on the most 

relevant deal insights and  knowledge of 

suppliers. With over 100 topics  covered 

to date, our  comprehensive  library  of 

deal subject areas, best practices,  supplier 

insights, and skill building training is at your 

fingertips. Webinars are typically recorded 

in 30-minute segments, providing material 

in an easy-to-digest format for deal leaders 

and members of the deal team.

Webinars
ClearEdge offers quick-hitting blogs to detail 

the most recent trends in the IT supplier market 

and how they affect buyers’ leverage. Given 

its short format, clients can gain powerful 

insights from our blog in a matter of minutes, 

providing a one-stop location for all supplier 

updates. ClearEdge publishes multiple new 

blogs per week, driven by deal case activity, 

supplier behavior trends, and marketplace 

current events. Our blog has become one 

of the most accessed resources for all of our 

clients, amassing 20,000+ views to date. 

Blogs
ClearEdge has developed an extensive set 

of deal  reports across the top IT suppliers 

you  engage with every day. Topics covered 

include deal negotiation best  practices, 

checklists for building  ideal demand 

forecasts, tips for optimizing  purchase 

volumes with a given supplier, in-depth 

knowledge on supplier sales systems,  and 

insights into the top supplier contract  risks. 

These reports offer everything you  need to 

know about a supplier before you  engage 

in deal activities.

Deal Guides



Success Story: Salesforce Renewal
Starting a deal engagement on the “right foot” helps immensely in driving favorable results. To illustrate the financial impact  ClearEdge’s Portal 
capabilities can have on a deal, we offer this client case study that shows “before and after” results of  implementing our services within an 
organization.

Before signing on as a ClearEdge client, this customer was in the middle of a Salesforce renewal which included a variety of new product 
purchases. The renewal’s “close” date was approximately two months from when deal activities began, which gave the client limited time to 
complete the necessary tasks to drive a successful negotiation. The client rushed to consolidate all Salesforce contracts, check the existing 
renewal language, and estimate a target cost prior to negotiations. Due to the time constraints, the client was unable to form a cohesive 
negotiation strategy with their stakeholders nor could they achieve their target cost on the new products. For these reasons, they elected to 
renew for only 1-year without the additional net new demand, in hopes that better pricing and terms could be achieved in a second-round of 
negotiations a year later.

Shortly after the renewal, the client hired ClearEdge to assist with the next Salesforce renewal, which would include the addition of new 
product that was initially planned. The client used the ClearEdge Portal functionality to implement a set of best practices that required planning 
early enough to accurately build out an inventory of their existing product, assess contracts for commercial risk (not just renewal language), 
and develop multiple scenarios to help craft effective messaging for deal negotiations. With adequate time to complete these steps and using 
the tools and supplier knowledge at their disposal through ClearEdge’s Portal, the client was able to align and prepare their organization 
under a unified negotiation strategy that proved to be successful in “moving the needle” with Salesforce. Not only did the client achieve their 
target cost, which featured unit rates 35% less than those in the original renewal, but they were able to secure competitive terms that limited 
future risk to the business.

Time 12+ Months 6 Months 3 Months 1 Month to Close

Original Deal:
No ClearEdge Assistence

New Deal:
ClearEdge Portal Used

Limited discount movement

Deal Timeline & Result Comparison

Negotiate with Vendor

Estimate Target Cost

Check for Renewal Language

Consolidate Contracts

Confirm Strategy & Negotiate

Build Target Scenarios and Align Stakeholders

Assess Contracts for All Commercial Risks

Consolidate Contracts and Accurately Build Inventory

7% renewal uplift and restrictions on 
decommissioning licensing
Inflated volumes included in 
proposal

35% reduction on price
0% renewal uplift with ability to 
downturn licensing at renewal
Ability to swap unused licensing for 
new licensing at no additional cost

ClearEdge Portal Overview



About ClearEdge Partners
Founded by senior sales executives from large IT suppliers and informed by current market analytics, ClearEdge enables CIOs and their teams to make more competitive IT 
investments. By combining rigorous inspection and IT financial expertise, we identify risk and opportunity, align internal teams and maintain leverage throughout the life-cycle 
of supplier relationships.  As a result, our clients maximize the value of their investments by unlocking millions of dollars from legacy spending and re-directing funding toward IT 
modernization, and digital and cloud transformation with confidence and speed.        © Copyright 2020 – ClearEdge Partners, Inc.  

A Tool to Better Your Organization
The ClearEdge Portal is a tool that can be used to facilitate best practices,  communication, 

and strategic alignment throughout an organization. With this tool, organizations can 

better collaborate on deal goals, track historical deal behavior, and eliminate risks with 

top IT suppliers before they happen.

If you are interested in learning more about the ClearEdge Portal or want to receive a 

demo of the included functionality, use the client services links below or contact your 

ClearEdge representative.

ClearEdge
Statistics

$52B+
in deal spend consulted on

30K+
deals assisted & led

4K+
IT suppliers reviewed

25K+
views on education material

The ClearEdge Client Portal is included in our Advisory Service package. Advisory  
Services includes unlimited access to ClearEdge Subject Matter Experts to assist  
with deal strategy and identify pricing gaps.

ClearEdge Advisory Services
(click linked text for more information)

Additional Resources

For more details about the ClearEdge Portal or a demo of the functionality 
highlighted in this document, visit our Portal landing  page and fill out the form with 
your credentials to arrange a meeting.

ClearEdge Portal Demo
(click linked text for more information)

ClearEdge Portal Overview

https://www.clearedgepartners.com/advisory-service
https://www.clearedgepartners.com/clearedgeportal

